Critical Events

No more false positive.
No more waste of time.

How to discriminate real
critical attacks between the
avalanche of false positives?

0% suspect. 100% certaintly
Despite your Firewall, your IDS, your antivirus,
even with your SIEM, your security team is too
busy, even overwhelmed, with False Positives.
The worst isn’t the waste of time and
resources. The worst is the attack that defeats
currently deployed defenses, hidden among the
avalanche of false positives.
Forget False Positives.
With CriticalEvents of InvisibleBits you only get
real-time TRUE positives on 0days and brand
new threats.

SOCs and companies have made a huge effort
in security technologies and protection
systems: Firewalls, IDSs, Antivirus, SIEMs, etc.
However, nowadays security teams are dried
out managing False Positives instead of doing
valuable tasks. This situation leaves doors
open for real attacks, those that need to be
managed by your team as soon as happen.
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Key features
Total certainly
With CriticalEvents there are no doubts or
waste of time. Only report the Advanced
Threats that have managed to infiltrate
within your organization.
Unprecedented visibility
CriticalEvents monitors all attack vectors
used by Advanced Threats (email, web traffic
and USBs). Connectors with most main
vendors are avaliable for integration. And if
we haven’t got it, we create it.
Maximum precision and detection capacities
CriticalEvents offers forensic information to
mitigate an Advanced Attack quickly, such as
affected assets, horizontal propagation,
threat details and real impact.
Based on real Artificial Intelligence
techniques
CriticalEvents is based on behavior detection
patterns from our Threat Intelligence. Our
matching learning engine allows getting
malicious behaviours in different scenarios.
Integration with orchestration systems
The defensive effectiveness of CriticalEvents
can be multiplied by automating the
deployment of countermeasures, thanks to
its ability to integrate with orchestration
systems (Coreo, Phantom, Cyberbit).

Main beneﬁts
Optimize your investment
How do you justify your spending on
security if an attack crosses your
defenses and you do not face it quickly?
By complementing your protection
systems, CriticalEvents adds value to
your current cybersecurity
infrastructure.
Detects misconfigurations
Thanks to CriticalEvents’ forensic
indicators you get exactly what security
element has failed and implement
corrections for the future.
Guarantee the continuity of your
business
Thanks to CriticalEvents, you can
mitigate faster the impact of an attack
and ensure bussines continuity.
Focus your efforts on what is really
important
With CriticalEvents you can prioritize
better your team and gain peace of
mind. Allow your resources to focus on
valuable activities for your services.

Partner

Easy deployment
CriticalEvents adapts to different
deployment models: fully as a cloud service
with no internal resources required , or
on-premises, guaranteeing technical and
compliance requirements of critical
infrastructures
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Invisible Bits is a vendor specialized in
innovative cybersecurity technologies to
meet the specific needs of MSSPs and SOCs.
Our technologies bring new approaches to
solve nowadays cybersecurity
requirements, providing intelligence to
already deployed security infraestructures.
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